For Sushi Restaurants All Over the World

Tokyo Sushi Collection
Miyake Ceramics Co., Ltd.
Japan

Located in Gifu-Prefecture, the very

During the first decade of 21st century,

central part in Japan, we were founded in

Japanese cuisine had become very

1976 and started providing ceramic

popular among the world. In addition to

tableware products to the domestic hotels

the most popular Sushi and Tempura,

& restaurants.

Tofu, Udon, Ramen etc, more and more

Thanks to rich natural resources, Gifu

dishes are being introduced to the world.

has a thousand year tradition of ceramic
production. Especially it had a golden age

It is often said that Japanese cuisine is

in the late 16th century, when many war

tasted not only by tongue but also by eye.

loads preferred

Chefs are always thinking about how to

tea ceremony,

display dishes to the guests. For example,

called “Cha no Yu”

a chef may try to express “4 Seasons”

or “Matcha”.

within one bento box. Or another chef
may try to display grilled fish as if still
swimming in a river.

Time goes by and Gifu has become the
largest ceramic town in Japan. More than
50% of the ceramic products consumed in
Japan are produced in our region.

In order to materialize Chef ’s idea,

The items are simply described and

Japanese tableware has developed huge

categorized in English. And it lists many

variety of shapes & designs.

kinds of ceramic shapes & styles widely,

It is not only traditional, but also

which are essential for Japanese cuisines.

contemporary or mixed. Hundreds of

Not only ceramic plates, but also wooden

small local kilns

tableware, glassware, and lacquer ware

are firing

will be necessary to operate restaurants.

products day by

Japanese unique kitchen tools, either.

day. In the first
week of January,
lots of new products are displayed in a
trade show and waiting to be introduced
to the chefs.
“Tokyo Sushi Collection” will provide
you one stop service to all kinds of
kitchen equipment.
The catalog is available both paper book

As the number of oversea Japanese

and PDF file. PDF can be downloaded at

restaurants increases, we often get to

our website: www.tablewarefactory.co.jp

receive inquiries and orders from oversea
customers. It is great pleasure for us that

Your question and inquiry request is

our products are used in the restaurants

always welcomed.

all over the world. But at the same time,

Please feel free to contact us.

we realized that we needed to publish a
new catalog for oversea restaurants.
Before then, we only had a catalog, which

Company: Miyake Ceramics Co., Ltd.

is described in

Address: 8-1 Izumi Kitayama, Toki-City,

Japanese. It has

Gifu, JAPAN 509-5171

huge variety but a

TEL: +81-572-551251

little complicated to

FAX: +81-572-553140

oversea customers.

E-mail: jun@tablewarefactory.co.jp

Then, we published

Skype: jun_miyake2010

the catalog, “Tokyo

Person in charge: Mr. Jun Miyake / Sales

Sushi Collection”.

